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a b s t r a c t
Mother-child adrenocortical synchrony, the coupling of cortisol (CT) secretion in mother and child, has been associated with shared parent-child experiences and maladaptive familial contexts. Yet, few studies tested adrenocortical synchrony in diurnal CT patterns. Guided by the bio-behavioral synchrony model, we examined whether
mother-child relational behavior and maternal psychopathology may moderate the degree of concordance between mother and child's diurnal CT. Ninety-seven mothers and their six-year old children participated in two
groups; mothers diagnosed with major depression disorder (N = 28) and non-depressed controls (N = 69).
Mother-child interactions were observed and coded for dyadic reciprocity and dyadic tension and diurnal cortisol
was collected from mother and child over two consecutive weekend days. Concordance between maternal and
child's diurnal CT was found, signiﬁcant above and beyond time of measurement. Maternal depression, while associated with attenuated child diurnal CT variability, was unrelated to adrenocortical synchrony. Higher child diurnal CT production predicted a stronger linkage between maternal and child's diurnal CT, suggesting that
greater child physiological stress is associated with increased susceptibility to the inﬂuences of maternal stress
physiology. Mother-child reciprocity was related to lower adrenocortical synchrony. Findings suggest that higher
adrenocortical synchrony is associated with greater physiological stress and less adaptive dyadic relational patterns. Results raise the possibility that diurnal adrenocortical synchrony taps a unique aspect of HPA-axis functioning whose role in the cross-generational transfer of stress physiology requires further research.
© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Cumulative evidence indicates that production patterns of the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis hormone cortisol (CT) are
coordinated between mother and child, and studies employed a variety
of terms to describe this phenomenon, such as cortisol coregulation,
hormonal concordance, stress contagion, or adrenocortical synchrony
(Atkinson et al., 2013; Mörelius et al., 2015; Papp et al., 2009; Ruttle
et al., 2011; Saxbe et al., 2014; Stenius et al., 2008). Most studies
assessing mother-child CT concordance examined the coordination of
CT following stress manipulations and found that when stress is experimentally elevated in either mother or child both partners increase CT
levels in a coordinated fashion (Atkinson et al., 2013; Hibel et al.,
2015; Mörelius et al., 2012, 2009; Neu et al., 2009; Ruttle et al., 2011;
Sethre-Hofstad et al., 2002). In contrast, very few studies focused on
the coordination of diurnal CT patterns between mother and child
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(Hibel et al., 2014; LeMoult et al., 2015; Papp et al., 2009; Schreiber
et al., 2006; Stenius et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2013), a distinct aspect
of HPA-axis functioning that is often uncorrelated with CT reactivity to
momentary stressors (Edwards et al., 2001). As such, the mechanisms
underlying mother-child diurnal CT concordance are largely unknown,
particularly since this form of concordance may be associated with different factors from those linked with the coordination of phasic CT response. Since the consolidation of diurnal CT plays an important role
in the development of children's stress response and aberrant diurnal
CT patterns in childhood increase the risk for later psychopathology
(Gunnar and Vazquez, 2001; Hart et al., 2009; Hastings et al., 2011),
shedding further light on mother-child diurnal CT coordination may
be of conceptual and clinical importance.
Several mechanisms may underpin the linkage between maternal
and child's diurnal CT patterns, including genetic dispositions, shared
environment, and learned behavior. One such pathway is charted by
the bio-behavioral synchrony model, which posits that coordination between parent's and child's biological processes develops through online
coordination of social behavior during moments of social contact
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(Feldman, 2016, 2007a). Bio-behavioral synchrony is a key feature of
mammalian development that enables parent and young to mutually
adjust physiological and social signals, permits the parent's mature
physiological systems to externally-regulate the infant's immature systems, and provides an evolutionarily-adaptive mechanism to sensitize
young to challenges in their environment (Feldman, 2015a, 2015b,
2012a, 2012b; Hofer, 1995; Stern, 1977). Research has shown that maternal physiological and behavioral systems dynamically adapt to the
child's state, degree of system maturity, and ongoing risk signals from
the environment and respond online to the infant's social cues
(Feldman, 2015a; Hofer, 1995; Mogi et al., 2011). Similarly, studies
have indicated that moments of mother-child behavioral synchrony
are related to concordance in physiological systems, such as coupling
of heart rhythms between mother and child (Feldman et al., 2011) or
coordinated release of oxytocin (Feldman et al., 2010a). It is thus possible that adrenocortical synchrony in diurnal patterns may develop on
the basis of cumulative moments of hormonal concordance when
mother and child's CT production has been adjusted to ﬁt the partner's
current state. This hypothesis is supported by research indicating that
diurnal CT concordance within the family correlates with the amount
of shared experience (Mörelius et al., 2012, 2015; Schreiber et al.,
2006; Stenius et al., 2008). For instance, preterm infants placed in family
care and exposed to maternal-infant skin-to-skin contact exhibited CT
concordance, while no correlations in CT were found among infants
placed in standard incubator care (Mörelius et al., 2012, 2015). Sixmonth-old infants showed greater diurnal adrenocortical synchrony
with their mothers as compared to their fathers (Stenius et al., 2008);
in preschool-aged children mother-child morning CT levels were synchronized only on non-work days (Hibel et al., 2014); and among adolescents shared environment was a better predictor of afternoon CT
linkage than genetic factors (Schreiber et al., 2006).
Differences in the amount of shared experience per se may not be
sufﬁcient to explain variability in adrenocortical synchrony, as
mother-child pairs vary not only in hormonal linkage but also in the behavioral aspects of their relationship. The mother-child relationship is a
central contributor to the development of children's HPA-axis functioning (Albers et al., 2008; Brummelte et al., 2011; Feldman et al., 2010b;
Tu et al., 2007) and, thus, CT linkage may be related to the amount of reciprocal social interactions between mother and child. Studies in rodents indicate that the mother's species-adaptive behavior carries a
unique effect on the consolidation of the pup's HPA reactivity, above
and beyond the effects of nursing and maternal presence (Gubernick
and Alberts, 1983; Rosenberg et al., 1970). Mothers with low corticosterone levels displayed more maternal behavior and their infants showed
lower HPA-axis reactivity in adulthood (Francis and Meaney, 1999; Liu
et al., 1997). Cross-fostering studies showed that maternal behavior
exerted epigenetic effects on the pup's neural and behavioral response
to stress, and these effects were found to override the effects of genetic
dispositions (Champagne and Meaney, 2001; Kundakovic and
Champagne, 2015). These ﬁndings not only provide evidence for the
concordance between maternal and child's HPA-axis functioning and
its lifetime implications but also suggest that variability in maternal
caregiving may play a role in adrenocortical synchrony (Macrì et al.,
2011).
Mother-child adrenocortical synchrony is a systemic construct;
hence, at the behavioral level one should look for systemic features of
the dyadic functioning as correlates. Two systemic constructs have
been employed to deﬁne the dyadic atmosphere – dyadic reciprocity
and dyadic negativity/tension – and both address the nature of the relationship rather than the behavior of one partner or the other. Dyadic
reciprocity indexes the degree of coordination, synchrony, and mutual
responsiveness in the mother-child system, whereas dyadic tension describes a relationship marked by heightened vigilance, negative effect,
and anxiety. Longitudinal studies have shown that both styles are individually stable from infancy to adolescence (Feldman, 2010; Feldman
et al., 2013a; Kochanska and Murray, 2000; Stright et al., 2008),

suggesting that their associations with the child's HPA-axis functioning
may relate to their consistency over time. Dyadic reciprocity has been
associated with better vagal regulation during the still-face paradigm
(MacLean et al., 2014; Moore and Calkins, 2004; Pratt et al., 2015),
and more adaptive CT response to challenges in mother and child
(Feldman et al., 2013b). Dyadic negativity/tension has been linked
with poor emotion regulation (Cabrera et al., 2007), heightened CT response to stress, and lower CT variability (Albers et al., 2008;
Brummelte et al., 2011; Feldman et al., 2010b; Tu et al., 2007).
Despite evidence showing that dyadic reciprocity and dyadic tension
are associated with children's CT levels (Albers et al., 2008; Feldman
et al., 2013b), no study, to our knowledge, examined their links with
concordance in diurnal CT patterns. Studies assessing the relationship
between maternal and family characteristics and the degree of
mother-child CT linkage yielded mixed results. Some studies showed
that sensitive mothers exhibit greater CT linkage with their children following induced stress (Atkinson et al., 2013; Hibel et al., 2015; Ruttle
et al., 2011; Sethre-Hofstad et al., 2002). Others have shown that higher
adrenocortical synchrony is observed in families with higher levels of
maladaptive relationship patterns, such as partner violence and punitive parenting (Hibel et al., 2009), more negative affect between mother
and child (Papp et al., 2009), and lower affective involvement within the
relationship (Williams et al., 2013). Thus, the associations between
mother-child interaction patterns and CT linkage are still not fully
clear. One possible explanation may relate to the context in which CT
linkage occurs. When individuals face external stressors that require
immediate ﬁght-or-ﬂight response, mother-child CT linkage can be an
adaptive mechanism aimed to signal danger to the child in a nonverbal manner. However, when the source of stress stems from intrafamilial factors, higher adrenocortical synchrony may index overactivation of the bio-behavioral synchrony mechanism and may disrupt
the mother's ability to soothe the child by reducing the linkage between
her own stress response and that of the child's. Thus, dyads in which
mother displays higher levels of the species-adaptive behavior may exhibit higher adrenocortical synchrony to acute external stressors but
lower synchrony in daily CT production.
An additional factor potentially associated with adrenocortical synchrony is maternal psychopathology. In the presence of maternal
stress-related psychopathology, synchronization of the stress response
may induce vulnerability via the cross-generational transfer of stress
physiology (Gunnar and Quevedo, 2007; McEwen, 1998). Studies have
shown that when mothers employ maladaptive mechanisms for handling stress, the same non-optimal mechanisms are found in their children (Badanes et al., 2011; Bartels et al., 2003; LeMoult et al., 2015;
Williams et al., 2013). One psychopathology that may be of interest in
this context is maternal depression. Maternal depression has been associated with altered maternal CT patterns, including higher basal CT and
reduced diurnal variability (Burke et al., 2005; Hankin et al., 2010). Exposure to maternal depression alters children's HPA-axis functioning
and children of depressed mothers display higher basal CT levels
(Brennan et al., 2008; Feldman et al., 2009; Halligan et al., 2004;
Murray et al., 2010) and lower diurnal and reactive CT variability
(Apter-Levi et al., 2016; O'Donnell et al., 2013), especially when maternal depression co-occurs with other risk factors (Badanes et al., 2011;
Velders et al., 2012), such as greater dyadic negativity/tension and
lower reciprocity (Apter-Levi et al., 2016; Feldman et al., 2009; Murray
et al., 2010). Diurnal adrenocortical synchrony was found in motherdaughter pairs when the mothers were depressed (LeMoult et al.,
2015), and CT linkage following a stressor was tighter between depressed mothers and their infants compared to controls (Laurent
et al., 2011). Importantly, studies assessing the timing of maternal depression indicate that early (Essex et al., 2001) and chronic (Barker,
2013) depression pose the greatest risk.
As such, the current study assessed whether maternal depression
and mother-child dyadic relational behavior moderate the degree of
concordance between maternal and child's diurnal CT. We examined
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concordance in diurnal CT between mothers and their six-year old children in two groups; mothers diagnosed with major depression and
non-depressed controls. We chose to focus on the preschool stage as it
is the time when diurnal CT patterns ﬁrst consolidate (Gunnar and
Donzella, 2002), yet this period received little empirical attention. The
preschool years mark a sensitive period for the developmental of stress
resilience and preschoolers' CT is still highly sensitive to mother-child
interaction (Gunnar and Donzella, 2002). Consistent with previous ﬁndings (Albers et al., 2008; Brummelte et al., 2011; Feldman et al., 2013b;
Tu et al., 2007) we measured two dyad-level constructs - reciprocity and
tension.
Three hypotheses were proposed. First, we expected to ﬁnd adrenocortical synchrony in diurnal CT patterns between mothers and their
six-year-old children. Second, we tested whether maternal depression
would moderate this CT linkage in preschool-aged children. Previous
studies yielded mixed ﬁndings, with maternal postpartum depression
predicting stronger linkage in infancy (Laurent et al., 2011) and remitted depression showing no effect in adolescence (LeMoult et al.,
2015); thus, associations with maternal depression at the preschool
stage remained a research question. Finally, we expected mother-child
dyadic relational patterns – reciprocity and tension – to moderate the
degree of adrenocortical synchrony. Speciﬁcally, in light of research
linking maladaptive relational patterns within the family to higher
mother-child adrenocortical synchrony (Hibel et al., 2009; Papp et al.,
2009; Williams et al., 2013), we hypothesized that when relationships
are less reciprocal and more tense, linkage between mother and child's
diurnal CT secretion would be higher.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
The initial cohort included 1983 women who were recruited on the
second postpartum day in three maternity wards. To avoid the confounding effect of comorbid conditions that independently affect maternal behavior and the CT system, we recruited only mothers who were
healthy, completed high school, were at least 21 years old, above poverty cutoff, were married or cohabitating with the child's father, and
whose infants were born at term and were healthy and singleton.
Women with Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck et al., 1961)
scores in the high (BDI scores N 11) end of the depressive symptoms
continuum at birth were recruited for the depressed group, and
women in the low (BDI b 8) end of the depressive symptoms continuum
at birth were recruited for the non-depressed group. Both groups were
asked to complete measures of anxiety and depression at 6 months (900
were approached and 680 responded, 76% with no differences in rates
of response among the two groups) and again at 9 months (350 were
approached and 254 responded, 73% with no difference in response
among groups), eliminating mothers with mid-level depression scores
(9 b BDI b 11) between these two stages. This additional assessment
was done in order to ascertain that mothers in the depressed group
still showed elevated symptoms of depression at 9 months postpartum
and mothers in the control group did not exhibit elevated symptoms at
any point throughout the ﬁrst nine months of the infant's life. Between
these two stages women with high levels of anxiety symptoms (Statetrait Anxiety Inventory score above 43; Spielberger et al., 1970) were
excluded, since mothers with anxiety and depression were found to display different patterns of maternal behavior and the focus of this study
was on the bio-behavioral correlates of maternal depression. Of the
responding mothers at 9 months, 192 (76%) were clinically diagnosed
and observed. Of these women's families, 156 (81%) were visited
when the child was 6 years old and attrition was due to inability to
reach the families, unwillingness to further participate, and elimination
of families in which mothers had comorbid disorders at 9 months. Seven
mothers with comorbid disorders such as anxiety and eating disorders
were excluded from the sample. This led to a ﬁnal cohort of 149
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families; 46 chronically depressed women and 103 controls. Control
women showed no elevated depression or anxiety symptoms across
the ﬁrst year and were free of any clinical diagnosis at 9 months and
at 6 years. Due to insufﬁcient funding to measure diurnal CT from the
entire sample (24 samples for each family) we chose a random, sufﬁciently large cohort of 97 subjects (69 families from control group and
28 families from depressed group) for diurnal collection of CT. At the
six years assessment, children's age was 6.33 years (SD = 1.25),
mother's age was 38.66 years (SD = 4.40), and father's age was
41.04 years (SD = 4.74). Eighty percent of the parents had college degrees, 91% were married, and 89% of the mothers were employed.
Among the children, 51% were boys and 36% were the ﬁrstborn. Of the
mothers diagnosed with depression, two (4%) were treated with medication, and four depressed mothers (9%) and 10 comparison mothers
(10%) received psychotherapy, with no effect on any maternal or child
measurements.
The study was approved by the IRB. Procedures were explained to
the adult participants before the beginning of the study and all signed
informed consent. Parents received a gift certiﬁcate for participation.
2.2. Procedure and measures
Families were visited at home in the afternoon hours (after 1500 h)
and visits were conducted by two clinical psychologists. After
explaining the procedure, mother and child were separated into two
rooms, mothers were administered the Structured Clinical Interview
for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (SCID-I; First et al., 1997) while the child
was administered several tests and social paradigms. Following, mother
and child were videotaped in a ten-minute interaction with ageappropriate pre-selected toys. At the end of the visit mothers were
given salivates and instructions for diurnal salivary sampling of CT.
2.2.1. Beck Depression Inventory
Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et al., 1961) was measured at birth,
6, and 9 months. This 21-item self-report inventory is designed to measure the severity of depressive symptoms. Scores of above 9 indicate elevated depressive symptoms and a risk for MDD.
2.2.2. State-trait Anxiety Inventory
State-trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger et al., 1970) was used at
birth, 6, and 9 months. This instrument examines transitory anxiety
states and stable propensity for anxiety. The trait anxiety score was
used. Scores of 43 or above are considered a risk indicator for anxiety
disorders.
2.2.3. Maternal psychiatric diagnosis
Maternal Psychiatric Diagnosis – was conducted at both nine months
and six years using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I
Disorders (SCID-I; First et al., 1997). Forty-six mothers (29.6%) were deﬁned as chronically-depressed. These mothers showed high depressive
symptoms (BDI N 11) at birth, six, and nine months, received a clinical
diagnosis of MDD at both nine months and six years, and reported
being depressed throughout most of the child's ﬁrst six years. The control group included 103 mothers (66%), who did not show elevated
symptoms of depression and anxiety across the ﬁrst nine months and
had no Axis-I diagnosis at both 9 months and six years.
2.2.4. Hormone collection and analysis
2.2.4.1. Diurnal cortisol collection. Due to the episodic secretion pattern of
steroid hormones, we can expect reproducible and reliable results in
cases of multiple sampling. Consistent with prior research (Liu et al.,
2013; Stenius et al., 2008), we thus instructed mothers and children to
give 6 samples each, three on each day for two consecutive days as follows; (a) at awakening, prior to eating, drinking, or brushing teeth,
(b) at noon time before eating lunch, and (c) immediately before
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going to bed prior to teeth brushing. The saliva collection method was
by unstimulated passive drool. Samples were stored at − 20 °C until
analysis. Mothers kept a log of the exact time of measurements in
both of the sampling days. Mean time of collection for children was
7:51 h for morning samples (SD = 37 min), 13:42 h for noon samples
(SD = 36 min), and 20:13 h for evening samples (SD = 49 min).
Mean time of collection for mothers was 7:49 h for morning samples
(SD = 43 min), 13:43 h for noon samples (SD = 35 min), and 20:44 h
for evening samples (SD = 70 min).
2.2.4.2. Cortisol analysis. In order to precipitate the mucus, samples
underwent three freeze-thaw cycles, freeze at − 70 °C and thaw at
4 °C. After the forth cycle the tubes were centrifuged at 1500g
(3000 rpm) for 30 min. Supernatants were divided to aliquots and
stored at − 20 °C until assayed. Cortisol levels were assayed using a
commercial ELISA kit (Assay Design; MI, USA). CT levels were calculated
by using MatLab-7 according to relevant standard curves. The intraassay and inter-assay coefﬁcients were b10.5 and 13.4%, respectively.
2.2.5. Mother-child interaction
Ten minutes of mother-child interactions with a set of pre-selected
toys were ﬁlmed (Feldman, 2007b). Interactions were coded with the
Coding Interactive Behavior (CIB) manual, a well-validated global system of 45 codes which are aggregated into several constructs that has
been used extensively in research of typical and high-risk parent-child
dyads across multiple ages and cultures (for review, Feldman, 2012b).
Two coders, trained to 85% reliability on all codes and blind to all
other information, coded the interactions. Inter-rater reliability was
computed for 20% of the interactions and reliability was N 87% on all
codes (intra-class r = 0.88–0.96). The Dyadic Reciprocity and Dyadic
Tension constructs were used here. Each scale included in the constructs
is coded on a scale from 1 (minimal expression of the target behavior
during the interaction) to 5 (maximal expression of the target behavior
during the interaction) and scales are averaged to create the ﬁnal construct consistent with much prior research (for review, see Feldman,
2012c).
Dyadic Reciprocity – describes the degree in which mother and child
are involved in a “give-and-take” interaction and participate in joint activity, the interaction is ﬂuent and mutually-adaptive and parent is focused on the child and encouraging him.
Dyadic Tension – represents the degree in which the mother-child interaction is colored by mutual negative affect, anger, hostility, and
heightened vigilance.
2.3. Statistical analysis
Prior to analysis, missing values were imputed by regression (b 10%
of the cases in each variable) and extreme values were explored. One
family from the control group in which child morning CT was N4 SD
above average was excluded from further analysis. Following, independent sample t-tests were computed to examine differences in study variables between the two groups and Pearson correlations were tested
between all study variables.
To examine our hypotheses, multilevel modeling (HLM 7.0;
Raudenbush et al., 2011) was used to test mother-child diurnal cortisol
synchrony. This approach is well-suited for data with a nested structure,
such as multiple cortisol sampling occasions nested within participants.
We ﬁrst examined the effects of day and time of measurement. For that
end, we entered the data in three levels; at level 1, we included all cortisol data from mothers and children (6 measurements) and a timepoint variable was entered to control for diurnal variation in CT
(coded as 1, 2, or 3 for the ﬁrst, second and third sample). At level 2,
we included the day of measurement (coded as 1 or 2). At level 3, we included the measurements tested at the dyadic level, that is, group (depressed versus non-depressed) and mother-child interaction
measurements (Dyadic Reciprocity and Dyadic Tension).

As a preliminary step, we ﬁrst ran the model without moderators to
assess the effect of time and day of measurement, and dyadic differences on the variation in mother and child CT measurements. Diurnal
variation accounted for 95.24% of the variation in maternal CT and
97.7% of the variation in child CT. The day of CT measurement accounted
for 0.09% of the variance in maternal CT and 0.11% of the variance in
child CT, hence we decided to collapse the model to two-level HLM, averaging the day across the CT measurements at the three time-points.
Finally, individual differences between dyads accounted for 4.67% of
the variance in maternal CT and 2.19% of the variance in child CT.
We then ran a two-level HLM model, in order to test our hypotheses,
predicting child cortisol from time-point (1, 2, or 3) and from parent
cortisol (at the same time-point), and entering the dyadic measurements as moderators of the correlation between mother and child cortisol measurements on the second level.
3. Results
Prior to hypothesis-testing, we present group differences in demographic variables in Table 1. As seen, no signiﬁcant difference was
found between the depressed and control groups in any demographic
factor.
3.1. Preliminary analysis
Means and standard deviations for all study variables in the two
study groups are presented in Table 2. In order to examine individual
differences in CT levels we calculated two measurements that are frequently used in CT research which represent mean and variability of
CT in mothers and children across the day; area under the curve with respect to ground (AUCg) and area under the curve with respect to increase (AUCi) (Pruessner et al., 2003). The AUCg is an estimate of total
diurnal CT secretion over the six measurements (3 times a day, for
two consecutive days: morning, noon and evening). The AUCi is a measure of the dynamic decrease in diurnal secretion, associated with the
variability and sensitivity of the system and indexing change across
the day.
Differences related to maternal depression were measured by a series of t-tests (Table 2). Graphic presentations of group differences in
child CT secretion are displayed in Fig. 1. Children of depressed mothers
showed a smaller decline in diurnal CT levels compared to children of
non-depressed mothers as expressed by a signiﬁcant group difference
in children's AUCi. Mother-child Dyadic Reciprocity was lower in dyads
comprised of a depressed mother and her child compared to nondepressed mothers-child dyads.
Correlation matrix between all study variables is presented in
Table 3.
3.2. Dyadic diurnal adrenocortical synchrony
The two-level HLM model predicting child CT from mother CT
showed that maternal CT across the three measurements was
Table 1
Demographics information for depressed and non-depressed groups.

Mother education
Mother age (years)
Father education
Father age (years)
Child age (months)
Child gender
Male %
Child birth order
Firstborn %

Non-depressed

Depressed

Statistics

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

T value

14.24
37.05
13.42
39.7
76.51

2.54
4.12
3.24
4.56
14.69

13.97
35.74
13.93
37.96
71.33

2.78
4.9
2.56
5.5
13.46

0.54, ns
1.76, ns
0.88, ns
1.51, ns
1.84, ns
χ2(1) = 0.25, ns
54.2%
χ2(1) = 3.50, ns
41.1%

52.7%

57.5%

36.2%

54.1%
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Table 2
Means and SDs of the study variables in the depressed and non-depressed groups.

Mother-child dyadic
reciprocity
Mother-child dyadic
tension
Child CT AUCg nmol/L
Child CT AUCi nmol/L
Mother CT AUCg nmol/L
Mother CT AUCi nmol/L

Non-depressed

Depressed

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

T value

Cohen's
d

3.64

0.56

3.31

0.71

2.42⁎

0.51

3.44

0.47

3.42

0.36

0.19

0.04

47.51
−25.21
59.78
−35.37

9.96
18.99
14.44
22.25

51.64
−17.36
57.74
−30.92

15.64
13.44
10.49
18.29

−1.78
−2.23⁎
0.76
−1.05

0.37
0.38
0.02
0.32
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While testing the models, it became evident that the intercept (i.e.
the mean child diurnal CT secretion) and the predictor (i.e. the correlation between mother and child diurnal CT) were highly correlated (r =
0.997). We thus examined the signiﬁcance of this effect. For this end, we
ran another two-level HLM model entering the standardized CT measurements in the mother and the child and the time variable in the
ﬁrst level, and the standard mean diurnal CT of the child at the second
level. Child mean diurnal CT emerged as a moderator of the correlation
between mother and child”s CT (b = 0.22, t = 4.93, p b 0.001). This suggests that the greater the child's CT secretion throughout the day, the
stronger the linkage between maternal and child's diurnal CT.
4. Discussion

⁎ p b 0.05.

signiﬁcant in predicting child CT above and beyond the effect of diurnal
variation (b = 0.31, t(96) = 5.23, p b 0.001).
3.3. Moderating effects on adrenocortical synchrony
Prior to testing the hypothesized moderation effects on adrenocortical synchrony, we examined whether confounding variables were signiﬁcant moderates of the linkage between mother and child's diurnal
CT. This was done in order to evaluate whether these factors need to
be controlled in later analyses. For this goal, we tested two-level HLM
models in which we entered maternal and child CT measurements at
the three time-points and the time variable at the ﬁrst level and the possible confounders at the second level. We set child CT as the outcome
variable and mother CT and time as predictors and examined whether
the confounding variables moderated the effect of mother CT on child
CT. None of the confounding variables, including maternal age
(b = − 0.01, t = − 1.59, NS), child age (b = 0.002, t = 0.84, NS),
child gender (b = − 0.04, t = − 0.45, NS), and maternal education
(b = 0.0001, t = 0.004, NS) were found to be signiﬁcant moderators
of mother-child adrenocortical synchrony and were therefore not included in further analyses.
To test the moderating effects of maternal depression and motherchild dyadic interaction variables on mother-child CT linkage, we ran
two models. In each model, we entered maternal depression and one
of the interaction behaviors (mother-child dyadic reciprocity, motherchild dyadic tension), as moderators of the effect of maternal CT on
child CT. Results are presented in Table 4. As can be seen, maternal depression was not found to moderate CT linkage. Mother-child dyadic
reciprocity showed a signiﬁcant negative moderating effect, indicating
that the more dyadic reciprocity was observed in the mother-child interaction the less mother and child's diurnal CT were coupled.

Evidence suggests that the coordination of CT secretion within
afﬁliative bonds is associated with shared environment and common
daily experiences (Mörelius et al., 2012, 2015; Schreiber et al., 2006;
Stenius et al., 2008), yet the mechanisms that support coordination of
diurnal patterns are largely unknown. Since the development of adaptive diurnal CT is essential for children's health and well-being
(Gunnar and Vazquez, 2001; Hankin et al., 2010; Shirtcliff et al., 2012),
our goal was to examine mother-child linkage in diurnal CT and assess
its relational correlates. Our ﬁndings clearly demonstrate coordination
between maternal and child's diurnal CT production at the preschool
stage, which was signiﬁcant above and beyond time of measurement.
We also found that mother-child dyadic reciprocity moderated the degree of diurnal CT linkage, with children growing in the context of
higher reciprocity displaying less tightly-coupled diurnal patterns. Furthermore, as children increased the amount of diurnal CT secretion,
mother-child linkage became tighter, suggesting that greater child
physiological stress is associated with increased susceptibility to the inﬂuences of maternal stress physiology. Finally, while children of depressed mothers showed attenuated diurnal CT decline, no difference
in CT linkage was found between depressed and non-depressed dyads,
suggesting that adrenocortical synchrony taps a distinct aspect of
HPA-axis functioning than that indexed by a host of previously
researched measures of CT in the individual. Overall, our ﬁndings
point to child stress and mother-child interaction patterns as moderators of adrenocortical synchrony and suggest that in the context of
lower reciprocity and increased physiological stress, CT linkage becomes tighter. It is important to note, however, that our ﬁndings are correlational and no causal effects can be inferred.
Consistent with prior research (LeMoult et al., 2015; Papp et al.,
2009; Stenius et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2013), we found that maternal
CT was associated with child CT levels across the day even after controlling for time of measurement. Studies in infants showed that parent-

Fig. 1. Group differences in children's CT levels.
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Table 3
Pearson correlations between all study variable.

Mother-child dyadic reciprocity
Mother-child dyadic tension
Child CT AUCg nmol/L
Child CT AUCi nmol/L
Mother CT AUCg nmol/L

Mother-child dyadic tension

Child CT AUCg nmol/L

Child CT AUCi nmol/L

Mother CT AUCg nmol/L

Mother CT AUCi nmol/L

−0.47⁎⁎

0.05
0.11

−0.04
−0.04
−0.29⁎

0.09
0.05
0.37⁎⁎
−0.28⁎

−0.09
−0.11
−0.18
0.32⁎⁎
−0.66⁎⁎

⁎ p b 0.01.
⁎⁎ p b 0.001.

child adrenocortical synchrony was signiﬁcant only when parent and
child spent a signiﬁcant amount of time together (Mörelius et al.,
2012, 2015; Stenius et al., 2008). During the preschool years, all studies
found signiﬁcant correlations in CT levels between all family members
and such concordance was found both following external stressors
(Ruttle et al., 2011; Saxbe et al., 2014) and in diurnal patterns (Papp
et al., 2009; Schreiber et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2013). It thus appears
that by the preschool stage, children have accumulated a sufﬁcient
amount of shared experiences within the family context across a variety
of stressful and daily situations to facilitate adrenocortical synchrony.
It is speculated that the development of mother-child adrenocortical
synchrony begins prenatally; maternal CT during pregnancy was found
to account for approximately 30% of the variability in fetal CT concentrations (Gitau et al., 2001), and studies assessing the relationship between
maternal prenatal CT and infant postpartum CT levels found that higher
maternal morning and afternoon CT predicted greater infant CT reactivity and poor recovery from stressors (Davis et al., 2011; Gutteling et al.,
2004, 2005). During the postpartum period, coordination between
mother and child's CT is maintained by the continuous synchrony of
mother and child's biological and behavioral processes (Feldman,
2012a, 2012b, 2006). Furthermore, the way mother reacts to external
stressors is associated with infant stress reactivity (Mörelius et al.,
2012, 2009; Neu et al., 2009; Waters et al., 2014) and it is thought that
mothers provide the context for the interpretation of stressful experiences (Feldman et al., 2013b). As children grow and their stressresponse systems stabilize, it is possible that patterns which are repeatedly reinforced during mother-child interactions may contribute to the
consolidation of the stress response (Gunnar and Donzella, 2002). The
fact that the moderation effects found here were relatively mild may
suggest that as children grow and form meaningful relationships outside the family, the effects of maternal behavior may decrease in magnitude (Gunnar and Donzella, 2002). Thus, much further research is
required to test the moderating role of mother-child relational patterns
at different time-points across development.
Importantly, the effect of maternal CT on infant CT reactivity is
thought to have an important role in preparing offspring to their
Table 4
Two-level models showing mother cortisol as a predictor of child cortisol, with moderators: ﬁxed effects with robust standard errors (n = 97 dyads).
Model 1

Model 2

Mother-child dyadic
reciprocity

Mother-child dyadic tension

Estimate

SE

t ratio

Estimate

SE

t ratio

1528.93

30.59

49.97⁎⁎

1528.93

30.59

49.97⁎⁎

Level 2 covariates - mother cortisol
Intercept
0.32
0.06
Group
−0.03
0.04
Moderator
−0.12
0.06

5.08⁎⁎
−0.79
−2.05⁎

0.31
−0.01
0.06

0.06
0.04
0.08

5.21⁎⁎
−0.26
0.72

Level 2 covariates - time
Intercept
−324.98

−6.09⁎⁎

−324.65

53.34

−6.16⁎⁎

Fixed effects
Cortisol intercept

⁎ p b 0.05.
⁎⁎ p b 0.001.

53.38

ecological niche by signaling to the developing stress system that the
environment is dangerous and high vigilance is required (Sandman
et al., 2012). This preparation, however, comes at cost. Two recent reviews on the effects of maternal prenatal CT on children's developmental outcomes indicate that high CT, especially in the third trimester, is
associated with more health problems, lower cognitive functioning, alterations in brain development, and higher emotional reactivity in offspring (Sandman et al., 2012; Zijlmans et al., 2015). Furthermore,
infants exposed to high maternal CT who developed high CT reactivity
were at greater risk for multiple types of psychopathology throughout
life (Essex et al., 2011; Feldman et al., 2013b; Hastings et al., 2011).
These ﬁndings may chart a pathway of stress contagion between mother and offspring; mothers high in stress physiology during pregnancy
deliver newborns with higher stress reactivity, which in turn may upregulate maternal CT secretion and mother-child adrenocortical synchrony. This is consistent with our ﬁnding which showed that higher
child diurnal CT was related to greater mother-child adrenocortical synchrony, indicating that tighter diurnal CT concordance may index maladaptive child stress response mechanisms involving increased
vigilance. While this mechanism can be adaptive in childrearing contexts marked by increased danger, it may lead to vulnerability when
the mother's stress-response systems are over-vigilant.
In the same vein, our ﬁndings indicate that when mother-child interaction patterns are less adaptive, mother-child diurnal CT secretion
show greater synchrony. This ﬁnding is contrary to research showing
that maternal sensitivity is associated with higher mother-child CT linkage following stress manipulation (Atkinson et al., 2013; Hibel et al.,
2015; Ruttle et al., 2011; Sethre-Hofstad et al., 2002). Two main differences in empirical design may explain these contradictory results.
First, these studies tested children of healthy mothers; and second,
they examined CT linkage following stress manipulation and not diurnal
patterns. It is possible that linkage in CT reactivity to external stressors
may be a feature of adaptive relationships, where mothers prepare
their children to stressful experiences and help regulate their momentary stress. In contrast, diurnal CT synchrony may be more sensitive to
ongoing relational stress and thus heightened concordance may emerge
in contexts where mother up-regulates the child's stress response, creating a stress-contagion cycle instead of downregulating the child's
distress.
Overall, ﬁndings contribute to the bio-behavioral synchrony model
(Feldman, 2012a, 2016) by emphasizing that in some cases greater biological synchrony does not necessarily imply better child outcomes and
biological attunement should be examined from a system-speciﬁc perspective. Interestingly, with regards to behavioral synchrony, evidence
also suggests that extra-tight coupling may not always be optimal.
Beebe et al. (2011) found that “optimal midrange” of synchrony – a
midpoint between too little coordination, marking withdrawal, and
too high coordination, indicating high vigilance – is most adaptive for
infant development and we similarly found that increased behavioral
synchrony is characteristic of interactions between clinically-anxious
mothers and their infants (Granat et al., 2016). Our ﬁndings suggest
that this may be the case with regards to physiological synchrony of
HPA-axis functioning so that high diurnal CT concordance is associated
with less adaptive interactions and increased CT secretion. Indeed, studies have shown that in the context of maladaptive familial patterns, such
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as partner violence, punitive parenting (Hibel et al., 2009), low affective
sharing (Williams et al., 2013), and maternal psychopathology
(LeMoult et al., 2015), high adrenocortical synchrony is an index of
high vigilance. This is in contrast to periodic stress and stress that is external to the relational context, where adrenocortical synchrony correlates with behavioral attunement and may index greater adaptation
(Atkinson et al., 2013; Hibel et al., 2015; Ruttle et al., 2011;
Sethre-Hofstad et al., 2002). Much further research is required to test
this hypothesis in children of varying ages, different family contexts,
in relation to various physiological and behavioral systems, and following interventions that target intra-familial stress and violence.
Most studies on mother-child CT linkage examined it in relation to
manipulated stress and the term “stress-contagion” (Waters et al.,
2013) was coined to deﬁne this mechanism. Stress contagion refers to
the mutual escalation of stress within a relationship, where partners enhance each other's stress rather than help downregulate it (Saxbe and
Repetti, 2010; Saxbe et al., 2014). In synchrony of diurnal CT patterns
it is difﬁcult to infer stress contagion mechanisms. Based on our
model, we speculate that diurnal CT coordination is formed partially
through the accumulation of shared experiences of CT synchronization
during stressful moments but that adrenocortical synchrony of diurnal
patterns may generalize and become independent from the concordance of momentary CT production. Much further research is required
to assess the associations between adrenocortical synchrony of diurnal
patterns with maternal and child stress experienced during the day,
the relations between diurnal and reactivity patterns of CT attunement,
and the longitudinal development of diurnal concordance from infancy
to childhood.
Chronic maternal depression did not moderate the concordance between maternal and child's diurnal CT. This ﬁnding is consistent with
previous research in adolescent daughters of depressed mothers
(LeMoult et al., 2015), but not with a study of infants exposed to postpartum depression (Laurent et al., 2011). In the latter, when infants
were exposed to postpartum depression, but were not exposed to prenatal depression, correlations between maternal and child CT secretion
were higher. Such high correlations were not observed when infants
were exposed to maternal depression both pre- and post-birth and
the authors hypothesized that shifts in maternal mental health increases infant alertness signals from the mother, creating greater coordination in CT production (Laurent et al., 2011). This explanation may
also be relevant to understanding the differences between prior research and our study, in which children were exposed to maternal depression from infancy to preschool age with little shifts in mother
diagnosis. In combination, ﬁndings may suggest that maternal depression per-se is not related to mother-child adrenocortical attunement,
but that shifts in maternal depressed mood may lead to greater synchrony. Yet, it is important to note that maternal depression is associated
with disrupted child HPA-axis functioning. Major depression has been
associated with higher CT levels and blunted CT variability (Burke
et al., 2005; Hankin et al., 2010), and children of depressed mothers
were repeatedly found to display maladaptive CT patterns, expressed
in both diurnal patterns (Halligan et al., 2004; Laurent et al., 2013;
LeMoult et al., 2015; Luijk et al., 2010) and in response to acute stress
(Essex et al., 2002; Feldman et al., 2009; Murray et al., 2010). Our ﬁndings show that children growing up in the context of chronic maternal
depression display blunted diurnal CT decline and such HPA-system inﬂexibility has been found to place children at higher risk (Badanes et al.,
2011; Juster et al., 2010; Raison and Miller, 2003).
Our study did not test the role of genetic makeup in supporting adrenocortical synchrony and this is an alternative explanation. While
genes certainly contribute to hormonal concordance, it is likely that at
least a portion of the shared variance is mediated by environmental experiences. The moderating effect of mother-child reciprocity on the correlation between maternal and child diurnal CT secretion lends support
to the hypothesis that the rearing environment played some role in
mother-child CT linkage. Twin studies examining familial co-variation
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in CT found that shared environment was a better predictor of afternoon
CT secretion and correlation between CT levels did not differ between
monozygotic and dizygotic twins (Schreiber et al., 2006), while morning CT was more impacted by genetic factors (Bartels et al., 2003).
Much further research is thus required to examine the interplay of
shared genes and shared environment on adrenocortical synchrony.
Several limitations are important to consider in the interpretation of
the ﬁndings. First, although salivary cortisol is a well-researched method, it is a peripheral measure and may not reﬂect central nervous system activity. Second, since cortisol and behavioral measurements
were collected in the same period of time, it is impossible to infer causality. Both parenting and diurnal patterns evolve over lengthy periods
and are associated with a myriad of factors that have not been tested
here. Mother and child CT were measured at the same time-points
and we can thus only suggest cross-correlation between CT levels. Finally, our ﬁndings are preliminary and require much further research to
better understand the contexts in which diurnal CT correlations are associated with positive or less optimal relational patterns and to incorporate longitudinal measures collected at various dyadic contexts to
further understand the complex nature of adrenocortical synchrony as
it evolves within close relationships.
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